Effects of ethyl and benzyl groups on the miscibility and properties of castor oil-based polyurethane/starch derivative semi-interpenetrating polymer networks.
Cornstarch derivative (ES), prepared using diethyl sulfate as an etherifying reagent, was blended with castor oil-based polyurethane (PU) prepolymer to obtain a series of semi-interpenetrating polymer network (semi-IPN) materials, named as UES films. Simultaneously, other kinds of semi-IPN (UBS2) were prepared from PU and benzyl starch (BS2) to compare the effects of the substitute groups. The differences in the miscibility and properties of the two series of materials were investigated using attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, atomic force microscopy, dynamic mechanical thermal analysis, ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy, water-sensitivity and tensile testing. The experimental results revealed that UBS2 films exhibit stronger interfacial attraction and better phase mixing than the UES films, as a result of specific interactions between the PU hard segments and BS2 phenyl groups. The optical transmittance, water-resistivity, tensile strength, and elongation at break of the UBS2 films were clearly higher than those of the UES films containing the same concentration of PU. In particular, the miscibility and properties of the UES film with 40 wt.-% ES, were very poor, whereas the semi-IPN films containing 70 wt.-% benzyl starch still had a certain miscibility and good properties. Therefore, the phenyl groups play an important role in the improvement of the miscibility and properties of the semi-IPN materials.